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Abstract. To apprehend plate tectonics and the dynamics of the lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary, composed principally of olivine, we need to understand the mechanisms that control plastic deformation of olivine in the relevant temperature domain. After more than 50 years of laboratory studies and investigations on natural rocks, the interplay of several key parameters (e.g. temperature, pressure, vacancy concentration, dislocation densities, grain size, strain rate) controlling polycrystalline olivine plasticity remains difficult to assess. Here, we study four olivine polycrystals, which have been deformed in axial compression under a confining pressure of 300 MPa, at 1273 or 1473 K. Despite significant differences in mechanical properties (stress–strain curves), previous characterization by scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) did not reveal significant differences in dislocation microstructures which could explain these contrasted behaviours. We have undertaken automatic crystallographic orientation mapping (ACOM) analyses in TEM to increase the spatial resolution of characterization compared to previously obtained electron backscatter diffraction maps to further decipher the microstructures at nanoscale. With this novel technique applied to olivine, a noticeable difference in the onset of microstructural recovery has been identified between specimens deformed at 1273 and 1473 K. The microstructures of the olivine polycrystals deformed at 1473 K exhibit numerous curved grain and subgrain boundaries, advocating for recovery by boundary migration. In contrast, the microstructures of the olivine polycrystals deformed at 1273 K have significantly fewer subgrain boundaries and show more straight boundaries (i.e. closer to an equilibrium microstructure) than in the specimen deformed at 1473 K. Characterization by ACOM-TEM has permitted the identification of the onset of recovery, which is led by boundary migration even for very low macroscopic finite strains.

1 Introduction

Olivine is the most abundant mineral phase in the Earth’s upper mantle, representing 60\%–80\% in volume. It is the only mineral phase interconnected at centimetric and metric scales in peridotites. Thus, its rheological properties are expected to control the plastic deformation of the upper mantle, especially at the base of tectonic plates (i.e. lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary). As such an important mineral, its ductile deformation has been intensively studied by characterizing natural mantle specimens, from peridotite xenoliths or tectonic massifs (e.g. Avé Lallemant et al., 1970; Gueguen, 1979; Ben Ismail and Mainprice, 1998; Warren and Hirth, 2006; Le Roux et al., 2007, 2008; Drury and Pennock, 2007; Jung, 2009; Drury et al., 2011; Précigout and Hirth, 2014; Satsukawa and Michibayashi, 2014; Behr and Platt, 2014) and by laboratory deformation experiments at high pressure and high temperature on single crystals and polycrystals (e.g. Goetze, 1978; Bai and Kohlstedt, 1992; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003; Mainprice et al., 2005; Hanson and Spetzler, 1994; Demouchy et al., 2009, 2013, 2014; Thieme et al., 2018). The primary aim of deformation exper-
iments was to provide generic (semi-empirical) flow laws, which can be extrapolated to mantle strain rates ($10^{-13}$–$10^{-15}$ s$^{-1}$) and temperatures (773–1673 K). Over the last five decades, laboratory experiments and numerical models have provided a variety of flow laws (e.g. Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000a, b; Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2003; Tielpke et al., 2017; Boioli et al., 2015a, b; Gouriet et al., 2019), which can be used to estimate the stress level in the mantle asthenosphere in both the diffusion creep and the dislocation creep regimes. For the asthenospheric mantle, deformation experiments at high temperatures ($>1473$ K) permit one to reach steady-state flow easily for a small amount of finite strain during creep tests ($<1$%; e.g. Zimmerman and Kohlstedt, 2004). As in metals, and in coarse-grain samples or single crystals, development of strain hardening is commonly related to the developed of dislocation entanglements (the so-called forest hardening; e.g. Hanson and Spetzler, 1994; Gaboriaud et al., 1981). Dislocations microstructures can be characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after dislocation decoration by heat treatment (e.g. Kohlstedt, 1976). For fine-grained olivine specimens (a few micrometres), intragranular dislocation activity was proposed to be supplanted by grain boundary sliding (e.g. based on creep test; see Hansen et al., 2011, Ree, 1994, or Landgon, 2006, for a review on grain boundary sliding). Yet, this issue is still under debate as its applicability to upper mantle remains very specific (e.g. Platt and Behr, 2011; Bollinger et al., 2019b; Gasc et al., 2019).

However, for the lithospheric mantle, the experiments are facing a challenge as stresses obtained in deformation experiments below 1073 K and at laboratory strain rates (e.g. $10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$) do not reach steady state and consequently render extrapolation to natural strain rates rather imprecise (e.g. lower bound for stresses only; see Demouchy et al., 2013, and Tielpke et al., 2017, for discussion). In addition, microstructural investigations confirm that the slip systems at low and high temperatures are different (e.g. Raleigh, 1968; Phakey et al., 1972; Demouchy et al., 2009, 2013, 2014), with a high variety of glide planes for [001] dislocations in olivine (Demouchy et al., 2013; Mussi et al., 2014, 2017).

To investigate the plastic behaviour of olivine at lithospheric temperatures (773–1173 K), where steady state cannot be reached experimentally, an alternative approach is to use dislocation interactions identified in experimentally deformed samples in glide and/or climb configurations at the microscopic scale to implement specific rules into 2.5-dimensional dislocation dynamics models (e.g. Boioli et al., 2015a, b; Gouriet et al., 2019). With such numerical models, deformation of crystalline solids at the slow strain rates relevant for natural conditions can be reproduced ($10^{-13}$–$10^{-15}$ s$^{-1}$ and for a large temperature range). However so far, 2.5-D models can only be applied to single crystals (e.g. Boioli et al., 2015b; Gouriet et al., 2019). Recently, another attempt to extract flow law from deformation experiments at high stress (2.7–5.3 GPa) and low temperature (298–873 K) was made by Hansen et al. (2019), using a phenomenological approach and based on dislocation activity; however, no microstructural characterization was provided.

In a further attempt at constraining how polycrystalline olivine plastically deforms at lithospheric mantle temperatures, Thieme et al. (2018) reported the results of deformation of very fine-grained iron-bearing polycrystalline olivine at two temperatures (1273 and 1473 K) for small finite strains. This study has yielded very contrasted results at 1273 and 1473 K. At 1273 K a strong hardening is observed. This is not the case at 1473 K where deformation curves show a quasi-steady-state mechanical behaviour. The microstructural investigation, based on electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), could not identify the origin for this difference in behaviour. Statistical parameters, such as grain orientation spread (GOS) and kernel average misorientation (KAM), which are considered suitable proxies for geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density (e.g. Wallis et al., 2016), did not reveal significant variations (see Fig. 4 and Table 2 in Thieme et al., 2018, and Table 1 here). This difficulty is probably related to the small finite strains involved. Indeed, TEM investigation showed large heterogeneities and, even at 1473 K, multiple olivine grains remained free of dislocations. These observations question the transferability of the standard description of strain hardening established in metals at high temperature (i.e. increase in dislocation density and dislocations–forest interactions; Evans and Goetze, 1979) to olivine deformed at low strains ($<3\%$) and far from its melting temperature (e.g. transient creep at 1273–1473 K relative to melting temperature for Fo90 $\simeq$ 1973 K). Since the dislocation microstructures observed by Thieme et al. (2018) were not significantly modified with increasing stress or finite strain, we propose here to change the scale of observation, as compared to previous studies on plastically deformed polycrystalline olivine (e.g. Demouchy et al., 2013, 2014; Thieme et al., 2018) and to investigate the structure and behaviour of (sub)grain boundaries which can contribute to recovery. Here recovery is used as a collective term for all processes which restore the microstructure after plastic deformation (e.g. annihilation and rearrangement of dislocations) but also subgrain growth, grain boundary migration, etc. The release of stored energy provides the driving force for recovery although the nature of the microstructure (including grain boundaries) is the controlling mechanisms.

In this study, we use automatic crystallographic orientation mapping in transmission electron microscopy (ACOM-TEM) on experimentally deformed polycrystalline olivine to identify the differential activity of grain-boundary processes during plastic deformation.
Table 1. Experimental deformation conditions and key parameters from EBSD maps reported from Thieme et al. (2018). T stands for temperature; the confining pressure was 300 MPa of Ar for each experiment. Stress is the differential stress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>T (K)</th>
<th>Strain rate $\dot{\varepsilon}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Finite strain $\varepsilon$ (%)</th>
<th>Stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ (MPa)</th>
<th>GOS$^a$</th>
<th>KAM$^b$</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMT 16-4</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>$3.4 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT 16-8</td>
<td>1273</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT 16-9</td>
<td>1473</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMT 16-13</td>
<td>1473</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The grain orientation spread (GOS) is the average deviation in orientation between each point in a grain and the average orientation of the respective grain.

$^b$ Geometric mean of the log-normal distribution of the kernel average misorientation (proxy for density of geometrically necessary dislocations), 2nd order, threshold of 5$^\circ$.

Figure 1. Differential stress versus strain curves for the four deformation experiments in axial compression (Thieme et al., 2018) investigated in this study.

2 Materials and methods

The samples analysed here were already described (Thieme et al., 2018). We recall briefly the experimental conditions and the main results of the mechanical data and microstructure characterization below. From the study of Thieme et al. (2018), we have selected four fine-grained polycrystalline olivine samples (CMT16-4, CMT16-8, CMT16-9, and CMT16-13) deformed in axial compression at constant displacement rates (Table 1) with small finite strains (below 9%) under identical confining pressure (300 MPa of Ar), but at different temperatures (1273 K for CMT16-4 and CMT16-8 and 1473 K for CMT16-9 and CMT16-13). The polycrystalline samples were prepared from the same fine-grained powder of San Carlos olivine (Arizona, USA), with an initial grain size of 1.8–2 µm. The polycrystalline powder was first cold pressed (2–20 MPa), then hot pressed for 3 h at 1473 K and 300 MPa of confining pressure to reduce the porosity to less than 3% (see also Thieme et al., 2018). The hot-press step was directly followed by axial compression when the targeted temperature was reached for deformation at 1473 K. For deformation at 1273 K (i.e. temperature lower than the hot press) the temperature was decreased at a rate of 6.5 K min$^{-1}$ and then kept constant at 1273 K for at least 30 min to ensure satisfying stability of the temperature distribution along the samples prior to axial compression. Additional technical details are given in Thieme et al. (2018). The deformation experiments were performed using a high-pressure, high-temperature deformation apparatus (Paterson, 1990). Deformation conditions are summarized in Table 1. Although the samples were deformed at the same constant displacement rate, CMT 16-4 and CMT 16-8 did not reach steady state (i.e. finite strain 1%). Indeed, the strain must be corrected for the ongoing elastic deformation of the vessel (stiffness of 82.5 kN mm$^{-1}$) and elasticity of the olivine (Young modulus $E = 152$ GPa at 1273 K and 146 GPa at 1473 K, Liu et al., 2005) since they accommodate part of the imposed displacement rate, resulting in different (slower) strain rates than for quasi-steady-state experiments (i.e. CMT-16-8 and CMT 16-13).

As expected from the low finite strain for the four deformation experiments, the mechanical curves displayed in Fig. 1 indicate that steady state was not reached, even for the two samples deformed at 1473 K: CMT16-13 and CMT16-9. For these samples, the total finite strain is different (3.68% and 8.59% respectively), but the maximum stresses are comparable (313 and 322 MPa respectively) and slightly above the confining pressure. At 1273 K, deformation experiments have been interrupted in a strong hardening regime at 0.42% for sample CMT16-4 and 1.07% for CMT16-8. The corresponding stresses are 440 and 684 MPa respectively, well above the confining pressure of 300 MPa. The difference in stresses between the two pairs of experiments is very high (> factor of 1.5) and was expected to induce markedly different microstructures. The first round of microstructural characterization by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EBSD, at the scale of the sample sections (large maps of $\approx 20 000 \mu m^2$ and small maps $\approx 2400 \mu m^2$), led to the following results: there are no significant differences in grain
size (1.6±0.2 μm), aspect ratio (1.5±0.4), internal misorientation from mean orientation (Mis2Mean), grain orientation spread (GOS, 0.58–0.59°), and kernel average misorientation (KAM) between the samples. The KAM parameter is considered as a proxy for dislocation density (at least for GNDs; see Pantleon, 2008; Wheeler et al., 2009; Wallis et al., 2016), and values reported by Thieme et al. (2018, between 0.28 and 0.3, Table 1) thus indicate that the dislocation density is not observed to increase with the apparent strain hardening.

After deformation, doubly-polished thin sections (~30 μm thick) parallel to the deformation axis were prepared. The sections were glued on a grid (Cu or Mo) and ion milled at 5 kV under a low beam angle of 15° with a Gatan® DuoMill™ model 600 until electron transparency was reached. The foils were subsequently covered with a thin layer of carbon. The TEM observations were carried out at the University of Lille (France) using an FEI® Tecnai G²-20 twin microscope operating at 200 kV and a Philips CM30 microscope operating at 300 kV, both equipped with a LaB₆ filament and using a double-tilt sample holder.

Conventional TEM investigations had been performed previously (Thieme et al., 2018) and had reported, in the four samples, a heterogeneous distribution of dislocations, with some olivine grains containing a high density of dislocations (e.g. 7 × 10¹³ m⁻² in CMT16-9), and other grains free of defects. Also, TEM images did not report the formation of more dislocation entanglements (as an indicator of forest hardening) in the high-stress sample (CMT16-8), as compared to the low-stress samples.

In the present study, ACOM-TEM was operated in the TEM with the ASTAR™ tool from NanoMEGAS (Rauch and Véron, 2014) to improve the spatial resolution of characterization. The TEM was set in micro-beam mode with a nominal spot size ~ 6 nm without precession, thus better than the 70 nm achieved in Thieme et al. (2018) and the 250 nm in Wallis et al. (2016). Here, the incident electron beam, which was focused on the sample, was scanned over the area with a step size of 6 nm, thanks to a dedicated hardware control system of the TEM deflecting coils. In this mode, where a convergent beam illuminates the sample, the diffraction pattern consists of discs. Using the smallest condenser aperture (50 μm) the diffraction patterns are made of very small spot-like discs and can be indexed as spot patterns. The individual exposure time at each location was 10 ms. In this study, we used precession illumination (with a precession angle of 0.5°) in the TEM, which allows many more reflections to be seen in the diffraction pattern with intensities closer to the kinematical diffraction conditions. Diffraction patterns were collected with an external Stingray CCD camera directed toward the TEM phosphorous screen and are stored in the computer memory for further indexation and post-processing. The diffraction patterns were collected as 144 × 144 pixels at a camera length of 89 mm. This distance was chosen to optimize the diffraction pattern for indexation. Using the ASTAR™ software, electron diffraction spot patterns were indexed (providing the local crystal orientations) by comparing individually obtained patterns via cross-correlation matching techniques with pre-calculated electron diffraction templates which are generated every 0.5° (orientation resolution). For iron-bearing olivine, templates have been generated from the crystallographic data of Birle et al. (1968) for forsterite. From this indexation within the Pnma space group, one obtains crystallographic orientation maps, which display, with a colour-coding, the most probable orientation at each scanned beam position.

The indexation quality (IQ) of the ACOM-TEM images is calculated from template matching and is quantified by the following image correlation index (Rauch and Dupuy, 2005):

\[
IQ(i) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} P(x_j, y_j) T_i(x_j, y_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{m} P^2(x_j, y_j) \sum_{j=1}^{m} T_i^2(x_j, y_j)}}.
\]  

In Eq. (1), the diffraction pattern is represented by the intensity function \( P(x, y) \) and every template \( i \) is described by the function \( T_i(x, y) \). The highest IQ value corresponds to the retained solution. The reliability of this solution can be quantified by the ratio of the matching indexes for the two
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Figure 2. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-13 deformed at 1473 K. (a) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the direction normal to the figure superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text for details). The colour code refers to Pnma (b) Mis2Mean distribution, from 0 to 15°. (c) KAM distribution (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 2°.
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best solutions IQ₁ and IQ₂:

\[
R = 100 \left(1 - \frac{IQ_1}{IQ_2}\right).
\]

In reliability maps, the brighter the pixel (i.e. the higher the reliability index), the more reliable the proposed indexation is. On the contrary, darker pixels correspond to less reliable solutions. The latter is typically the case at grain boundaries where two solutions of co-existing grains overlap.

The datasets were processed with MTEX (free and open-source MATLAB™ Toolbox from Bachmann et al., 2011). Grain boundaries were identified where the misorientation to the next pixel is higher than 15° (Bachmann et al., 2011). Groups of pixels below a size of 10 points have been ignored.

Note that the orientation dataset was a square-shaped grid for ASTAR, and has been converted to a Channel5 file (i.e. .ctf file) for usage in MTEX. To be able to detect deformation details in the microstructures, one must use other tools than only the inverse pole figure colour-coding. In this study, we use the orientation maps to calculate local misorientations as recently developed in the EBSD community (e.g. Wright et al., 2011). As commonly used in EBSD, several quantities can be calculated from the orientation maps:

1. The kernel average misorientation (KAM) calculates the average misorientation between a pixel and its neighbours, provided that the misorientation does not exceed a predefined threshold value (e.g. 5°); thus the incorporation of well-defined grain boundaries is avoided. If plastic deformation results from dislocation glide and crystal-lattice rotation, this approach allows quantitative evaluation of the local plastic strain gradients (Godfrey et al., 2005) and provides a proxy for GND density (e.g. Pantleon, 2008; Wheeler et al., 2009; Wallis et al., 2016). A kernel is a set of points of prescribed size surrounding the scan point of interest. The size of the kernel is generally prescribed to the nth nearest neighbours. Hence this parameter is sensitive to the step size of the measurement grid and can be adjusted by the user as well. All KAM maps presented in this study were calculated with a fixed kernel to the 3rd neighbours.

2. The grain orientation spread (GOS) is the average deviation in orientation between each point in a grain and the average orientation of the grain. This approach leads to assigning the same value of the GOS to every scan point contained within a grain.

3. The grain reference orientation deviation (GROD) is based on the misorientation between a reference point of the considered grain and the other points. The reference point can be the point of the grain where the KAM is the lowest or the mean orientation of the considered grain. For the latter specific case, the GROD is called the “Mis2Mean”. As for the GOS values, the Mis2Mean values depend not only on the plastic strain, but also on the mapped grain area fraction. Here, since at the TEM scale many grains are not entirely mapped, the Mis2Mean value should be regarded as a semi-quantitative tool only. The KAM, GROD, and GOS approaches provide complementary information.

3 Results

The ACOM areas mapped here are much smaller than previous maps obtained by Thieme et al. (2018) with SEM-EBSD. Thus, we focus on the morphologies of the grain and their boundaries, and on the intragranular microstructures instead of a statistical approach. Indeed, from orientation maps shown in Fig. 2a, the morphologies of the grain boundaries are defined at a higher spatial resolution than in conventional EBSD-SEM and are more easily identified than in conventional TEM, where images are impacted by the very strong superimposed diffraction contrasts (see TEM images in subsequent figure panels). On the ACOM maps, slight colour variations are indicative of misorientations within grains, which are quantified by the GROD.
Figure 4. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-13 deformed at 1473 K. (a) GOS map (b) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 15°. (c) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 2°. GROD and KAM maps permit the identification of numerous subgrain boundaries; the misorientation of some of them is indicated.

3.1 Microstructures at high temperature (1473 K)

A representative selection of ACOM images from samples CMT16-13 and CMT16-9 deformed at 1473 K are shown in Figs. 2 to 7. The inverse pole figure (IPF) orientation maps and GOS maps in Figs. 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, b, 6b, c, 7a and b show that, in these samples, the grain boundaries are strongly curved, even in case of small grains (Fig. 2a, the pink grain). Radii of curvature can be locally of the order of only a few tens of nanometres. The merit of ACOM-TEM is also to go beyond the statistical average per grain value of the GOS and to map intragranular misorientation at higher spatial resolution than EBSD (see Fig. 3 in Thieme et al., 2018, for a comparison). In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, grain division into multiple crystallographic domains is visible. Misorientation profiles across these domain boundaries (highlighted in the Mis2Mean and the KAM maps) confirm their subgrain-boundary character and permit the quantification of their individual misorientations. Examples of angular determinations are reported directly in Figs. 2b, 3c, 4b, 4c, 5c, d, 6d, e, 7c and d. The horizontal black arrow in Fig. 6 indicates bulging of the 95° grain boundary, which is associated with a differential dislocation density across the boundary (visible on the bright-field image and leading consistently to the highest Mis2Mean contrast). In Fig. 7, a horizontal 102–103° grain boundary appears to be pinned by a 2.2° subgrain boundary.
Figure 6. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-9 deformed at 1473 K. (a) Conventional multi-beam TEM bright field. (b) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the direction normal to the figure, superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text). (c) GOS map (d) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 10°. (e) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 2°. Mis2Mean and KAM maps are consistent in indicating stored elastic energy where dislocation density is larger.

3.2 Microstructures at low temperature (1273 K)

Representative orientation maps gathered on samples deformed at the lowest temperature (samples CMT16-4 and CMT16-8) are presented in Figs. 8 to 11. The grain boundaries are significantly less sinuous/curved than at high temperature; more importantly, the interior of the grains show less misoriented domains and subgrain boundary development, as demonstrated by GOS maps in Figs. 8b, 9b, 10b and 11b and Mis2Mean maps in Figs. 8c, 9c, 10c and 11c. The maps show a very different morphology than at high temperature, with high heterogeneity of dislocation activity, even if very locally one can also find some evidence of curved subgrain boundaries in samples deformed at 1273 K (Fig. 12a, c, d). Also in Fig. 12, the 46° grain boundary is not fully straight; indeed, the KAM map in Fig. 12d shows a difference of intensity across the boundary and hence a difference of stored strain energy, which can act as a driving force for boundary migration. It is interesting to note in Fig. 8 a quadruple junction, with a void, which could be indicative of damage due to grain boundary sliding (Ashby and Verhall, 1973). Nevertheless, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from a single observation. Still, as an ensemble, the high-temperature and low-temperature microstructures are different. In sample CMT16-8, one can even find microstructures matching the formation of neograins. For example, two bulges are identified in Fig. 13, which are associated with misoriented domains terminated by a subgrain boundary (see the misorientation profiles).

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparison with previous EBSD characterization

The deformation experiments conducted at 1273 and 1473 K on fine-grained olivine polycrystals by Thieme et al. (2018) show markedly contrasted mechanical behaviours, which are well illustrated in Fig. 1. At 1273 K, the stress–strain curves exhibit significant strain hardening leading to brittle failure after ca. 1 % of strain. In contrast, at 1473 K, the sample is fully ductile and approaches mechanical steady state after ca. 3 % of strain. Despite such markedly different mechanical behaviours and maximum final stress, the dislocation microstructures and characterizations performed in EBSD-SEM did not show any clear differences (e.g. GOS, KAM, average grain size). Our results show that further investigation at higher spatial resolution is necessary to identify the active mechanisms behind microstructural recovery at lithospheric temperatures.
4.2 Strain-hardening versus thermally activated recovery

Plastic strain hardening is commonly observed in metals during cold working. Indeed, contrary to silicates and ceramics, metals are significantly ductile at low homologous temperatures (\(<\) 0.5 melting temperature). In metals, during low-temperature deformation the dislocation density increases due to mutual trapping of dislocations resulting from long-range interactions and/or short-range junctions. This is facilitated in cubic metals since, by symmetry, they have a large number of slip systems leading to numerous configurations of junctions. This dislocation storage capacity leads to an increase of the free energy of the material as dislocations are sources of long-range elastic fields. This increase of free energy is the driving force for an evolution to low-energy configurations (see Rollett et al., 2004, for a general description of these processes). This evolution is only possible if the temperature is high enough (i.e. relative to melting temperature) for specific mechanisms involved in recovery process to operate.

In olivine, the situation is different. In such a silicate, dislocation mobility is strongly thermally activated and slower than in cubic metals and alloys. This fact has already been mentioned in Thieme et al. (2018); it is however difficult to assess dislocation mobility quantitatively on bulk specimens. Here we focus on another aspect at mesoscopic scale. A major characteristic of olivine is its plastic anisotropy. There exist only two slip directions in olivine (Raleigh, 1968): [100] and [001]. Having orthogonal Burgers vectors, dislocations from these slip systems have a very weak propensity to form junctions (e.g. Durinck et al., 2007; Mussi et al., 2015). Hence the tendency for dislocation storage is lower than in other crystallographic structures such as cubic metals; indeed, we did not observe a clear correlation between the total finite plastic strain and the dislocation density. Nevertheless, since olivine does not exhibit enough independent slip systems to fulfil the von Mises–Taylor criterion (Mises, 1928; Taylor, 1938; Ribe and Yu, 1991), dislocation activity rapidly builds internal stresses due to incompatibilities between grains. This back stress is likely the origin of the strong strain hardening observed at 1273 K (Fig. 1) reaching up to twice the confining pressure, and which cannot be compensated by recovery processes such as grain boundary migration driven by ionic diffusion.

At higher temperature (1473 K), the activation of recovery processes is identified as the formation of mobile boundaries. We observe that, unlike well-annealed structures commonly observed in natural samples, subgrain boundaries are very curved or wavy, thus far from equilibrium. This morphology is indicative of a driving force for migration (since surface tension will tend to straighten the boundary). We propose that it is indicative of recovery, essentially by boundary migration as reported by Bollinger et al. (2019a).
Figure 9. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-4 deformed at 1273 K. (a) Conventional multi-beam TEM bright field. (b) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the direction normal to the figure, superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text). (c) GOS map. (d) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 10°. (e) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 3°.

Figure 10. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-4 deformed at 1273 K. (a) Conventional multi-beam TEM bright field. (b) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the direction normal to the figure, superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text). (c) GOS map. (d) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 10°. (e) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 3°.
Figure 11. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-4 deformed at 1273 K. (a) Conventional multi-beam TEM bright field. (b) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the direction normal to the figure, superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text). (c) GOS map (d) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 10°. (e) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 2°.

Figure 12. Morphology of the grains and grain boundaries in CMT16-8 deformed at 1273 K. (a) Inverse pole figure (IPF) corresponding to the vertical direction, superimposed with the indexation quality (IQ; see Eq. 1 and main text); (b) GOS map; (c) Mis2Mean map, from 0 to 15°, and (d) KAM map (3rd neighbours), from 0 to 2°.

4.3 Dynamics recrystallization

Another mechanism that allows relaxation of stored strain energy is the formation of new, dislocation-free grains (i.e. discontinuous dynamic recrystallization, dDRX). This mechanism was observed in polycrystalline olivine (Bollinger et al., 2019a), deformed at high pressure and at larger strains (ca. 40%). Here, finite strains are much smaller than in Bollinger et al. (2019a, b); however we found indications that, locally, stress heterogeneities can be strong enough to trigger small localized misoriented domains, which can lead to the formation of neoformed grains as illustrated by Fig. 13.

It is important to remember that in an anisotropic structure like olivine, the plastic strains reported in Table 1 represent macroscopic average values, and that at the microscopic scale of our observations, actual local strains and stress can deviate very significantly from these values (see for instance Barbe et al., 2001).

Strictly speaking, dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is known to induce strain-softening in olivine in the temperature range between 973 and 1573 K (Drury, 2005) and to involve a wide range of possible mechanisms (Drury and Urai, 1990; Rollett et al., 2004). The formation of new, undeformed grains represents a strong indication of dynamic recrystallization, which usually requires a large strain to develop (Bollinger et al., 2019a, b). Here we analyse experiments with low macroscopic strains, although evidence for neoformed grains in formation could be postulated (e.g.
Fig. 13), and we propose that boundary migration is already an active mechanism in our samples at high temperature even for low macroscopic finite strain. The role of boundary migration in dynamic recrystallization has already been proposed (Drury and Urai, 1990; Drury and Pennock, 2007) as part of rotation recrystallization mechanisms (rDRX; see Drury and Pennock, 2007). The microstructure observed in Fig. 13 is comparable to those reported in polycrystalline copper (Miura et al., 2007) and ice (Chauve et al., 2017), which were interpreted as nuclei for neograins during discontinuous dynamic recrystallization (dDRX). This mechanism has also been identified recently by Bollinger et al. (2019a) in polycrystalline forsterite deformed at high pressure (3.5–5 GPa) to large strains (25%–40%). Here, although there is no evolution in the average grain size (1.6 µm for the four samples), evidence for the onset of DRX is indicated by discrete grain-boundary migration.

Several issues remain to be investigated such as the role of other grain-boundary degrees of freedom, namely sliding (i.e. motion restricted to direction parallel to grain interfaces), which could also contribute to either recovery or strain but for which, with the technique employed here, we lack clear markers.

Data availability. The raw data (orientation maps for Figs. 2 to 13) supporting this publication can be accessed at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3492179 (Nzogang et al., 2019).
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